West Africa
Ghana
Cape Coast Castle.
Kumassi, Capital of Ashanti (West-Coast)

Country: GHANA (GOLD COAST)
Title: KUMASSI, CAPITAL OF ASHANTI (WEST COAST)
Photographer:
Publisher: Basel Mission Book Depot
Place of Publication: Accra, Gold Coast
Date: 1903
Country: GHANA
Title: TAKORADI HARBOUR
Photographer: D.K. Acheampong
Publisher: 
Place of Publication: Accra
Date: 
Country: ACCRA, GHANA
Title: KOOLUMASHE DANCE
Photographer: Richard Dornor
Publisher:
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: STREET SCENE
Photographer: Ghana Information Services
Publisher: Brown Knight & Truscott, Ltd
Place of Publication: England
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: DEPART POUR UNE PROMENADE SUR LA LAGUNE
Photographer:
Publisher: Soeurs Missionnaires de Notre-Dame des Apotres
Place of Publication: Venissieux, Rhone
Date:
Missions Africaines, 150, Cours Gambetta, Lyon.
COTE-D'OR - Station secondaire sur le lac Bossumteni.

Country: GHANA
Title: STATION SECONDAIRE SURE LE LAC BOSSUMTENI
Photographer: R. F. Duhil
Publisher: Missions Africaines
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: FORTIFICATION D’UN VILLAGE
Photographer:
Publisher: Missions Africaines
Place of Publication:
Date:
Cape Coast, Goldcoast, W. C. Africa.

Published by Deutsch Westafrikanische Handelsgesellsch., Hamburg.

Country: GHANA
Title: GOLD COAST
Photographer:
Publisher: Deutsch Westafrikanische Handelsgesellsch
Place of Publication: Hamburg
Date: 1906
QUITTAH (Côte-d'Or) — Classe enfantine
Country: GHANA
Title: THE AFRICAN "COACH AND FOUR"
Photographer:
Publisher: W.M.M.S
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: 
Photographer: 
Publisher: 
Place of Publication: 
Date: 
Country: GHANA
Title: CATECHISME AUX LEPREUX
Photographer:
Publisher: Congregation des Soeurs de N.D. des APOTRES pour les Missions Africaines
Place of Publication: Venissieux, Rhone
Date:
Country: Ghana
Title: View of Kumasi
Photographer: Gold Coast Government
Publisher:
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
Country: Ghana
Title: The Lorry Park, Kumasi
Photographer: Copyright Gold Coast Government
Publisher:
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: NATIVES WITH RUBBER PRODUCE
Photographer:
Publisher:
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: WAR DRUMS, ASHANTI
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Methodist Book Depots
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: PREMPEH SON OF THE LATE KING OF ASHANTI
Photographer: Photo Union
Publisher: Raphael Tuck & Sons, Ltd
Place of Publication: Englanda
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: HIGH STREET
Photographer: Tarachand Jasoomal
Publisher:
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: EUROPEAN FACTORY ON THE GOLD COAST
Photographer: F.A. Dolcino
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Depot
Place of Publication: 
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: STREET SCENE ACCRA GOLD COAST
Photographer:
Publisher:
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: UNEASY PASSAGE
Photographer: S.C.O.A
Publisher: Levy et Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title:
Photographer:
Publisher: Methodist book Depot, Cape Coast, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: GOLD COAST, ACCRA CHRISTIANBORG
Photographer: S.C.O.A
Publisher: Levy ET Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: COCOA BUYING STATION
Photographer: S.C.O.A
Publisher: Levy et Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
GOLD COAST. - Horse Race.
Country: GHANA
Title: ABURI
Photographer: S.C.O.A.
Publisher: Levy et Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: GOLD MINE
Photographer: S.C.O.A.
Publisher: Levy et Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: WOMEN CARRYING COCOA BAGS
Photographer: S.C.O.A.
Publisher: Levy et Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
GOLD COAST. - Repairing Fishing net.
Country: GHANA
Title: IN THE FOREST
Photographer: S.C.O.A.
Publisher: Levy et Neurdein Reunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
1. ACCRA (Gold-Coast). — The Castle
Country: GHANA
Title: UN BEBE BAPTISE A KPANDU
Photographer: Auxiliaires des Missions Africaines
Publisher: Mce Lescuyer
Place of Publication: Lyon
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: SURF BOATS
Photographer:
Publisher: Methodist Book Depots
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: SURF BOATS
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Methodist Book Depots
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Country: GHANA
Title: DIVING FOR MONEY
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright Moyea Series, No. 4 F.
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: WOMEN GRINDING CORN
Photographer:
Publisher: Pickering & Berthoud, No.10
Place of Publication:
Date:
8. Catéchisme aux lépreux à la Côte-d'Or

Country: GHANA
Title: CATECHISME AUX LEPREUX A LA COTE D'OR
Photographer:
Publisher: Congregation des Soeurs de N.D. des Apotres por les Missiones Africaines
Place of Publication: Venissieux (Rhone)
Date:
3. L'Ecole Ménagère de QUITTAH (Basse-Volta)

Country: GHANA
Title: L'ECOLE MENAGERE DE QUITTAH (BASSE-VOLTA)
Photographer:
Publisher: Congregation des Soeurs de N.D. des Apotres por les Missiones Africaines
Place of Publication: Venissieux (Rhone)
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: HEAD LOADING COCAO
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Methodist Book Depots, Cape Coast, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title:
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Methodist Book Depots, Cape Coast, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Great Britain
Date:
No. 83. The Coronation Festival of Chief Abebio at Accra.
Gold-Coast, W.-A.
Country: GHANA
Title: TRANSPORT ACROSS THE RIVER DENSU
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Depot, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Ghana (Accra)
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: ACCRA, SALAGA MARKET
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Depot, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Ghana (Accra)
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: BREAKING PALM NUTS
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Depot, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Ghana (Accra)
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: NATIVE BLACKSMITH AT WORK INTERIOR OF THE GOLD COAST
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Depot, Gold Coast
Place of Publication: Ghana (Accra)
Date:
Cape Coast, Goldcoast, W. C. Africa.

November 4th, 1908

"I hope you will have good weather for us when we get home. We are still having a good voyage, but expect to be a day or two late getting home."

Country: GHANA
Title:
Photographer:
Publisher: Deutsch Westafricanische Handelsgeselsch
Place of Publication: Hamburg
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: VILLAGE ON THE GOLD COAST
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Depot
Place of Publication: Ghana
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: CHRISTIANSBORG CASTLE
Photographer: 
Publisher: Valchrome Postcard
Place of Publication: 
Date: 
Country: GHANA
Title: STAFF AND MANAGER’S BUNGALOWS, BIBIANI MINES (G.C.), W. AFRICA
Photographer: J. Vitta
Publisher: J. Vitta
Place of Publication: Tarkwa
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: SEKONDI- POST- UND TELEGRAPHEN - STATION
Photographer:
Publisher: C.A.W. Grün
Place of Publication: Hamburg-Ohlsdorf
Date:
Sekondi. The Point & Fort Orange from the Sea.
Country: GHANA
Title: CENTRAL VIEW (SEKONDI; GOLD COAST, W. AFRICA)
Photographer: J. Vitta
Publisher: J. Vitta
Place of Publication: Tarkwa
Date:
Sekondi. The Point & D. C’s Bungalow from the Sea.
Indigènes de la rivière Bia attendant l'arrivée d'un vapeur
Country: GHANA
Title: GROUP OF NATIVE GIRLS AND CHILDREN, LOW TOWN, SEKONDI
Photographer:
Publisher: Duverney's Refreshment Bar
Place of Publication: Sekondi
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: KRUBOY MUSICIANS (WEST- AFRICA)
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright by Basel Mission Book Depot
Place of Publication: Accra, West Africa
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: CAPE COAST GOLDCOAST, W.C. AFRICA
Photographer:
Publisher:
Place of Publication:
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: GOLD COAST, SMILE PLEASE
Photographer:
Publisher: Lévy et Neuroein Réunis
Place of Publication: Paris
Date:
Number: 80. **Kumasi.**
Gold-Coast, W.-A.
The Battalion in front of the Fort.

Country: GHANA
Title: KUMASI - THE BATTALION IN FRONT OF THE FORT
Photographer:
Publisher: Copyright of Basel Mission Book Dept.
Place of Publication: Accra, West Africa
Date:
Country: GHANA
Title: POUNDING CORN, GOLD COAST
Photographer:
Publisher:
Place of Publication:
Date: